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A function from a uniform space to a uniform space is a Cauchy-regular 
(C-regular) function if it preserves Cauchy filterbases. The class of C-regular 
functions is (strictly) between the class of continuous functions and the class 
of uniformly continuous functions. 
C-regular functions are important because (1) some of the most useful 
theorems about uniformly continuous functions hold also for C-regular 
functions and (2) many of the important functions which occur in analysis 
(especially in the theory of distributions) are C-regular but not uniformly 
continuous. 
The purpose of this paper is to present some of the basic properties of C- 
regular functions. 
1. CAUCHY-REGULAR FUNCTIONS 
Let (X, P) be a uniform space (see [ 1,2,5,9]). A filterbase J’”in X is 
said to be a Cauchyfilterbase provided that for every set U in P, there xists 
asetNinJtrsuchthatNXNcU. 
Let (X, P) and (Y, r) be uniform spaces; and let f: D -+ Y be a function 
from D C_ X into Y. Then f is a Cuuchy-regular (C-regular) function if f 
preserves Cauchy filterbases, i.e., iffor every Cauchy filterbase JV in D, the 
filterbase f [Jlr] = {f [N]: NE X}, where f [N] = {f(x): x E N}, in Y is 
Cauchy. 
PROPOSITION 1. Every unl$ormly continuous function is C-regular; and 
every C-regular function is continuous. 
Proof For a proof that every uniformly continuous function is C-regular, 
see [l,p. 1821. 
Assume that f: D + Y is C-regular. Let (1 E D and let JV be a filterbase in 
D such that .H+a. Since {{a}}+~, the filterbase {NU{a}:NEX} is 
Cauchy. Since f is C-regular, the filterbase {f[N U {a}]: N E A’-} = 
{f [N]Uf [(a}]: NEJlr} = {f [NIV {f(a)}:NEJY} is Cauchy. It follows 
that f [J”j + f (a). This proves (see [2, p. 2161) that f is continuous. 1
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Since C-regular functions preserve Cauchy sequences, there are numerous 
known examples of continuous functions which are not C-regular. One 
example is the function f: (0, I] -+ R defined byf(x) = l/x for all x in (0, 11. 
The sequence (l/n) in (0, 1 ] is Cauchy, but the sequence (f(l/n)), or (n), in 
R is not Cauchy. 
Given a uniform space (1, %), a set A c X is complete if every Cauchy 
lilterbase inA converges to a point in A. The fact that every continuous 
function on a compact (not necessarily Hausdorff) set is uniformly 
continuous suggests the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Every continuous function on a complete set is C- 
regular. 
ProoJ Assume thatf: D -+ Y is continuous and D is complete. Let JV be 
a Cauchy filterbase inD. Since D is complete, there exists a point a in D 
such that JV-+ a. Since f is continuous, f[X] +f(a) whence f[J’-] is 
Cauchy. This proves thatf is C-regular. 1 
Using this result, we can easily give examples of functions which are C- 
regular but not uniformly continuous, e.g., the function f: R + R defined by 
f(x) = x2. 
Proposition 1 and the above examples show that the set of C-regular 
functions is strictly included between the set of continuous functions and the 
set of uniformly continuous functions. 
Given a uniform space (X, Z!), a set A c X is precompact or totally 
bounded if every maximal lilterbase inA is a Cauchy filterbase. The fact that 
a set A is compact (every maximal filterbase inA converges to a point of A) 
if and only if that set is complete and precompact-together with 
Proposition 2-suggests the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Every C-regular function on a precompact set is uniformly 
continuous. 
ProoJ: Assume that f: X --+ Y is a C-regular function on the precompact 
set X. Let gB be the base for the uniform structure % consisting of all the 
symmetric sets in %. 
Our proof is by contradiction. Suppose f is not uniformly continuous. 
Then there exists a set V in r such that for every set U in 2%“, there exists 
an ordered pair (x,, yu) in U with df(x,),f(y~)) @ V. Since pB is a 
filterbase, (gB, 2) is a directed set (see 19, p. 731). Consequently, 
(x,: U E Z&) is a net in X. Since X is precompact, (xv : U E gB) has a 
Cauchy subnet (xu, :i E I) in X where < is the direction on I (see [9, 
p. 2621). Note that i <j * Vi 2 Uj. Also, for each U in gB, there exists an i 
in I such that U z? U,. Clearly, (yu, : i E I) is a net in X. In what follows, we 
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frequently use the fact that for each index i in I, we have (xc!, y,,,) E U, and 
since Vi is symmetric, (yUi, xvi) E Ui. 
Define 7 = {FiO: i, E I}, where FiO = {xUi: i > i,} U ( yUi: i > i,}. Then x 
is a filterbase ‘in X. We must prove that Sr is P-Cauchy. Let U’ E P,‘,. Let 
UE%” such that US UO UE Uo Uo US U’. Since (xui:iEZ) is Cauchy, 
there exists an index ib in Z such that i,j > ib * (xUi, x”,) E U. Also, there 
exists an index ig in Z such that Uil c U. Choose i, in Z such that i, 2 ib and 
i, > i:. Then 
and 
i, j2 i, =j (xvi xuj) E U 
i > i, * Ui C_ U. 
The set FiO in y has the property that x, y E FiO * (x, y) E U’. To show this 
we consider three possible cases. Suppose xU, and xu, are in Fio. Then i > i, 
and j > i, so (xUi, xvi> E U s 17’. Suppose xUi and y, are in FiO. Then i, j> i, 
whence (xui,xui> E U and also ‘(X”,, yc,) E Uj E U. Consequently, 
(xc,, yc,) E U o U c U’. Finally, suppose yU, and y,, are in Fi,. Then i, j> i, 
so ( yUi, xUi) E U, c U and (xvi, xvj) E U and (x,,,  yUj) E Uj C U. Clearly, 
we have (yui, y,) E U o U o U c_ U’. This completes the proof that Sr is P’- 
Cauchy. 
The filterbase f[r] in Y is not y-Cauchy. In fact, the set V in y, 
introduced above, has the property that for every set f[F,J in f[s’] there 
exist f(x,,) and f(y,,) in f[Fi,], for some index i in I, with 
(f(x,J, f(Y”,)) @ If* 
This contradicts the assumption that f is C-regular. Therefore, f is 
uniformly continuous. I 
An alternate proof of this theorem (assuming (Y, y) is Hausdorff) can be 
given by embedding (X, P) and (Y, P-) in their completions and using 
Corollary 6 together with the fact that a continuous function with a compact 
domain is uniformly continuous. 
Given a uniform space (X, P), a set A G X is said to be bounded ([ 1, 
p. 210; 61) if for each set U E P’, there exists a positive integer n and a finite 
set F 5 X such that A z U”(F] where u” = U 0 U 0 . . . 0 U with n terms. 
Every precompact set is bounded. Also, a uniformly continuous function 
preserves bounded sets. Thus from Theorem 3, we obtain the following 
result: 
COROLLARY 4. Every C-regular function is bounded on precompact 
subsets ofits domain. 
We now note some of the “nice” properties of C-regular functions. Iff is 
C-regular, then the restriction off to A, written fIA, is C-regular. If f and g 
are C-regular, their composite function g of is C-Tegular. Finally, 
combinations of C-regular functions are C-regular. Let (X, P) be a uniform 
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space, let (Y, a) be a topological vector space over the real or complex field 
IK, let f and g be functions on X into Y, and let a E IK. Iff and g are C- 
regular, their sum f + g is C-regular. Iffis C-regular, the “scalar product” af 
is C-regular. 
2. EXTENSIONS OF C-REGULAR FUNCTIONS BY CONTINUITY 
Analogous to the well-known theorem ([ 1, p. 1901) on the extension of a 
uniformly continuous function by continuity, we have the following result: 
THEOREM 5. Let (X, %) be a uniform space, and let (Y, y) be a 
complete Hausdorfl uniform space. Let f: D -+ Y be a C-regular function - - 
from D c X into Y. Then there xists a unique continuous function f:D -+ Y 
which extends J: The function f is C-regular. 
ProoJ The existence and uniqueness of $ follow immediately from the 
theorem (see [ 1, p. 8 11) which states that a continuous function f: D -+ Y 
from a topological space into a Hausdorff regular (T3) topological space has 
a unique continuous extension J;: B + Y if and only if for every point x E d 
and for every filterbase JV in D such that J’“-+ x, the filterbase f [A’“] in Y is 
convergent. 
We must prove thatf is C-regular. Let M be a Cauchy filterbase inD. We 
must show that the lilterbase f[Ju^] = {P[N]: NE M) in Y is Cauchy, i.e., 
for each set VE P^, there exists a set NE/” such that f[N] xf[N] G V. 
Let %” be the base for the uniform structure ZP consisting of all the 
symmetric sets in P. For every set U E % and for every point a E X, we 
define (see [5, p. 1761) U[a] = {x E X: (a, x) E U}. For every set U E % and 
for every set A c X, we define U[A ] = l-l,,, U[a]. Then ,5? = ( U[N]: N E J”‘ 
and U E gB} is a Cauchy lilterbase inX. 
Since M is a lilterbase in0, sets of the form U[N] n D, where NE JP^ 
and U E PB, are never empty. Consequently, ~3~ = (U[N] n D: N E ,/Y^ and 
U E PB} is a Cauchy filterbase inD. 
Since f is C-regular, f [3?D] is a Cauchy tilterbase in Y. 
We can now show that the filterbase f[N] in Y is Cauchy. Let V E T. 
Then there exists a symmetric closed (in Y X Y with the product topology 
induced by y) set WE Ffl such that W o W o W !E V. Since f [BD] is 
Cauchy, there exists a set NE .M and a symmetric set U1 E PB such that 
f [U,[N] n D] xf [u,[N] n D] G W. We claim that f [N] xf[N] c V 
proving that f[J’J is Cauchy. 
Let x, y E N G fi. There exist elements x,, y, E D such that x1 E U, [x] E 
u, PI and y1 E U, [YI c ~,Pl. Clearly, df(x,), f (YJ) E W. 
We will show that (j(x), f(x,)) E W. Since { U[x] n D: U E gB/BI is a 
filterbase in D which converges to x E D, we have f [ {U[x] n D: 
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U E PB}] -fix). Let E be an arbitrary neighborhood of fix) E Y. There 
exists a set U, E PB such that f[ V,[x] n D] c E. Since U,[x] n U,[x] is a 
neighborhood of x E D, there exists an element z E U,[x] n U, [x] n D. 
Since x, E U,[x] n D and z E U,[x] fI D, we have df(x,),f(z)) E W. Since 
z E U,[x] n D, we have f(z) E E. Thus f(z) E En W[f(x,)], so 
En W[f(x,)] # 0. Since E is an arbitrary neighborhood of fix), we have 
Ax) E W[f(x,)]. But W is closed, so W[f(x,)] is closed, whence 
f(x) E W[f(xl)] so that (f(xJ,f(x)) E W and by the symmetry of W also 
<f(x), f(d) E W. Similarly, df(~~X S(y)) E W. 
Since <J’<x>,f(x,>) E W, (fWf(~d E W, and C.~(Y~>~Y)) E W we 
have (p(x), fly)) E W o W o WC_ V. This proves that J‘[M] is Cauchy. 1 
If the uniform space (X, @) of Theorem 5 is complete, then being C- 
regular is a necessary, as well as a sufficient, condition for the continuous 
function f: D + Y to have an extension by continuity. 
COROLLARY 6. Let (X, %) be a complete uniform space, and let (Y, y) 
be a complete Hausdorff uniform space. Let f: D --) Y be a continuous 
function from D G X into Y. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
- - 
(1) There exists a continuous function f: D + Y which extends f. 
(2) f is C-regular. 
The resulting function $ is unique and C-regular. 
Proof We have (2) =+ (1) by Theorem 5. Assume (1). Then j;, being 
continuous on the complete set fi, is C-regular. Clearly f=fl D is C-regular. 
Thus (2) holds. The fact that f is unique and C-regular follows from 
Theorem 5. 1 
3. C-REGULAR FUNCTIONS FROM AND/OR INTO PRODUCT SPACES 
Let ((Xi, %J: i E Z) be an indexed family of uniform spaces, and let (X, W) 
be their product uniform space (see [ 1, p. 1791). If, for each index i E I, the 
set Jv; is a Cauchy Iilterbase inX,, then the product filterbase (see [ 1, p. 631) 
Jy‘ = niG, 4 is a Cauchy filterbase inX. Let , K be a filterbase inX. Then 
J’” is Cauchy if and only if for each index i E I, the Iilterbase rri[.k”] in Xi is 
Cauchy. Here xi : X +Onto Xi is the projection onto the ith coordinate set. 
The next two results characterize C-regular functions from and/or into 
product spaces. 
LEMMA 7. Let ((Xi, %t): i E I) be an indexed family of uniform spaces, 
and let (X, %!) be their product uniform space. Let (Y, P ‘) be a uniform 
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space. For each index i E l, let Ai _C Xi. Let f: nit, Ai + Y be a function 
with domain n ,er Ai s X. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f is C-regular. 
(2) If 4 is a Cauchy filterbase in Ai for each index i E Z, the set 
f [ nit, &] is a Cauchy filterbase in Y. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let (X, %) be a uniform space. Let (( Yi, 7J: i E 1) be 
an indexed family of t&form spaces, and let (Y, r) be their product uniform 
space. Let f: D + Y be a function with domain D c X. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) f is C-regular. 
(2) For each index i E I, the function 71,. of: D t Yi is C-regular. 
A linear transformation from a topological vector space into a topological 
vector space is continuous if and only if it is uniformly continuous. Thus it is 
continuous if and only if it is C-regular. For bilinear functions we have the 
following result: 
THEOREM 9. Let (X, EQ, (Y, gJ, and (Z, 6) be topological vector 
spaces over the real or complex field IK. Let M be a linear subspace of X, let 
N be a linear subspace of Y, and let fz M x N + Z be a bilinear (or a 
sesquiiinear) function. Then f is continuous ITand only iff is C-regular. 
Proof Assume that f is continuous. We must show that f is C-regular. 
A filterbase Jy, in a topological vector space (X, 5) with the local base 
-V, is Cauchy if and only if for each L E 9, there exists a set NE .K such 
that N-NzL. 
Let A be a Cauchy filterbase inM, and let Jy‘ be a Cauchy filterbase in
N. We must show (see Lemma 7) that f [A x JV] is a Cauchy filterbase in
2. 
Choose Px, y3, and 4p as local bases for (X, KJ), (Y, q), and (Z, c), 
respectively. 
Let LEE. Let L,Eg such that L,+L,+L,fL,_cL. Since f is 
continuous at the point (0,O) and f(0, 0) = 0, there exist sets L, E Px and 
L,E9~suchthatxEL,nMandyEL,nN~f(x,y)EL,.Since~isa 
Cauchy filterbase in M, there exists a set A EM such that x,, x, E A ti 
x1 - x2 E L,. Since ,/Y is a Cauchy tilterbase inN, there exists a set B E M 
such thaty,,y,EB~y,--y,EL,. Choosex,EA andy,EB. Then 
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Since the partial mapping f(., y,): M-+ 2 is continuous at 0 E M, and 
f(0, y,,) = 0, there exists a set L:EP?x such that x E L; n M *f(x, y,) E L,. 
Since J is Cauchy, there exists a set A’ E .M such that 
Select A” E J such that A” G A n A’. Since the partial mapping 
f(x,, e): N -+ 2 is continuous at 0 E N, and f(x,, 0) = 0, there exists a set 
Lk E yy such that y E L$ r7 N*f(x,, y) E L,. Since J” is Cauchy, there 
exists a set B’ E JV such that 
Select B” E JV such that B” z B n B’. Since f(x, , y,) -f(x,, y2) = 
f(x, -x2, Yo) +f(xoy Yl -Y2) +f(xl -x2, Y1 -Yo) +.0x2 -x0 T  YI -Y2>, we 
have 
x1, x2 E A” and y,, y, E B” *f(xl, y,) -f(x,, y2) E L, + L, + L,+ L, E L. 
Thus f[A” x B”] -f[A” X B”] s L. This proves f[J x ~‘“1 is a Cauchy 
filterbase inZ. 1 
There exist bilinear functions which are C-regular (continuous) but not 
uniformly continuous. Consider the continuous bilinear function fz lR2 + IR 
defined by the correspondence f(x, y) = xy for all x, y E IR. This function is 
C-regular (by Proposition 2 or by Theorem 9) but it is not uniformly 
continuous. The fact that f is not uniformly continuous is a consequence of 
the following remark: 
Remark 10. Let (X, I] . I],) and (Y, )I . I],) be normed linear spaces over 
the real or complex field IK; and let (Z, Kz) be a Hausdorff locally convex 
topological vector space over IK. Let f: XX Y + Z be a bilinear (or a 
sesquilinear) function which is not-identically-zero. Then f is not uniformly 
continuous. 
Let us verify this remark. Fix x0 in X and y, in Y such that 
f(x,, y,) = z. # 0. Define g : IR + X X Y by the correspondence 
g(A) = (Ax,, Aye) for all A E IR. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a
continuous linear functional 1: Z + IK such that l(z,) = 1. Both g and 1 are 
uniformly continuous. Since the function 10 uo g) : W + IR, where 
[1 0 (fo g)](J) = Idf(g(A))) = l(f(ho, Aye)) = 1(A2zo) = J2, is not uniformly 
continuous, the bilinear function f is not uniformly continuous. Alternately, 
Remark 10 can be substantiated using the definition of uniform continuity 
(and not the Hahn-Banach theorem). 
Theorem 9, combined with Theorem 5, gives us the well-known theorem 
on extending continuous bilinear (or sesquilinear) functions by continuity 
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(see [ 1, p. 2771). Thus these theorems can be used in constructing the 
completion of an inner product space (X, (., .)). The function 
(., .) : X x X+ IK is C-regular (continuous and sesquilinear). However, by 
Remark 10, it is not uniformly continuous (although several authors 
mistakenly state that it is; see [8, p. 116; 7, p. 225]), unless X = { 0). 
Let (X, F) be a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space over IK, 
with X # (O}, let (X’,/3(X’, X)) be its topological dual with the strong 
topology, and let (., .): X x X’ + IK be the canonical bilinear form defined by 
(. , . )(x, f) = (x, f) =f(x) for all x E X and all fE X’. As a consequence of 
the Hahn-Banach theorem, (., .) is not-identically-zero. Moreover, (., a) is 
continuous if and only if (X, a) is normable (see [3, p. 1161). If (X, a) is 
normable, then (X’,@X’, X)) is also normable (see [8, p. 1981). Thus, by 
Remark 10, the canonical bilinear form (e, a) is not uniformly continuous. It 
is C-regular (continuous) if and only if (X, g) is normable. 
Many examples of C-regular (continuous) bilinear functions are found in 
the theory of distributions ( ee [8, pp. 420-4261; or [4, pp. 355-3641). 
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